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The Noise
Police™
3P Package
Plant/Personnel
Protection

Acoustical Products…
Custom Designed to Protect Personnel
from Distracting Harmful Noises
PACOR'S The Noise Police™ Acoustical Blankets offer ideal
protection from harmful noises associated with industrial
production. Custom designed for your specific application, these
products are available in a variety of configurations to meet the
specific requirements for your plant and personnel.
PACOR’S Portable Acoustical Blankets are designed to be used
wherever the problem is. They can be moved from one area to
another to meet temporary and changing situations. Blankets can
be arranged in various configurations to provide noise control in a
wide range of environments. The standard size is 4´ x 8´ but each
blanket can be custom designed for your specific need. Casters can
be added for complete mobility and maximum accessibility.

These acoustical blankets can also be configured to offer personnel
protection for larger, more constant noise problems. They add additional
sound absorption to the environment and can be installed as a
permanent part of the work area. Custom designed for your specific
application, PACOR'S acoustical blankets feature heavy duty grommets
that provide stability and offer years of satisfaction.

PACOR’S Portable Welding Curtains offer personnel protection from
sparks and dangerous welding flashes. They can safely confine
hazardous sparks and arcs or an open flame. Designed to go where
the welder goes, these curtains can be fabricated in a variety of sizes,
shapes, and materials for specific applications. These welding curtains
can also be mounted on a frame to create custom designed work areas
or be used as drapes or drop cloths. Accessories include grommets,
Nomex hook and loop, and roller track hardware for the curtains.
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